HYBRID
FLOORING
A floor that delivers great value

WATERPROOF HYBRID 7 LONG

1535 x 179 x 7mm

SNOW OAK
4G-H7091L

HICKORY MASOBA
4G-H7225L

PAVIA CHERRY
4G-H7394L

WALNUT NOLONA
4H-H7555L

APPLE ROSI
4G-H7826L

HEVEA TROPIC
4G-H7871L

WATERPROOF STRUCTURE 12

WHITE CHERRY
4G-CF8067

ESPA OAK
4G-CF8102

800 x 125 x 12mm

IVORY OAK
4G-CF8085

SCARLET OAK
4G-CF8106

WILD APPLE
4G-CF8101

EXPRESSO PINE
4G-CF8107

WATERPROOF HYBRID 7 XTRA

1220 x 180 x 7mm

JATOBA HAZO
4G-H7042X

PINYON PINE
4G-H7045X

DALMATA WOOD
4G-H7724X

AFOMOSIA WOOD
4G-H7726X

PONDEROSA WOOD
4G-H7727X

HUBUBALLI WOOD
4G-H7732X

PINYON PINE
4G-H7045X

IVORY CHERRY
4G-H7047X

BURMA PADUAK
4G-H7054X

Why choose Hybrid Flooring ?
With the look and texture of wood, hybrid flooring is a tough and durable product that is easy to clean, pet-proof and
easy to install. With core built using aqua-proof board performance against water damage and termite attack have been
the excellence features. The structure is made different thickness, widths, lengths, and hybrid flooring is great for homes
that want the look of wood, but with a floor that delivers exceptional value.
Ideals for residential and moderate commercial areas and flooring packed with high performance. Now, you have
worry-free solution from water and termite damage in the future.

Advantages

Termite
proof

Waterproof

Easy to
clean

Stain
Resistant

Easy to
Install

Scratch
Resistant

Impact
Resistant

Hassle-free
Installation

Structure
Solid Overlay
Strong wear-resistance for foot traffic and make the
surface scratch resistance.
Decorative Paper
A design layer of high-resolution photo of real wood that
is reproduced with sophisticated printing techniques.
Aqua-proof Board
Using of composite materials allows to install in
high moisture area.
Multi-layer Balancing File
Provides stability of overall structure.

Skirting & Cap
FLOOR DEPOT offers a wide range of optically matching WALLine skirting for a harmonious look for any wood surface enable
the possibility of conscious accentuation.
PVC WALLine Skirting

*PVC WALLine Skirting
2 Inner Corner cap
1 End cap

3 Joint cap

100 mm

75 mm

3

Outer Corner cap

Profile
Combine PVC profiles from FLOOR DEPOT, create finishes for a floor aesthetic that is perfect in every respect.

Adaptation Profile

End Profile

Transition Profile

Stairnose Profile

used to transition from a
wood floor to a floor that
is lower than wood floor
installed.

used to transition from a
wood floor to another type of
flooring or floor that is higher
than the wood installed.

used to transition from a
wood floor to another
that both floors are the
same height.

used whenever there
is a step down or
staircase that will be
receiving wood floor.

Specifications

Series | Board Size | Package Content | Surface Treatment | Edge Treatment | Joining Mechanism | Area Condition | Area Size | Suitability

WATERPPROOF HYBRID 7 LONG
1535 x 179 x 7mm

1 carton =
23.66 sq.ft / 8 pieces

Natural Grain

Seamless

Interlocking

Suitable for
wet area

Small to
medium area

Residential to
moderate
commercial

Natural Grain

Seamless

Interlocking

Suitable for
wet area

Small to
medium area

Residential to
moderate
commercial

Natural Grain

4 sides paint
V groove

Interlocking

Suitable for
wet area

Small to
large area

Residential to
moderate
commercial

WATERPROOF HYBRID 7 XTRA
1220 x 180 x 7mm

1 carton =
18.90 sq.ft / 8 pieces

WATERPROOF STRUCTURE 12
800 x 125 x 12mm

1 carton =
21.50 sq.ft / 20 pieces

Due to printing consideration, the actual color floorboard may vary slightly from those shown.
All pictures are for illustration purpose only. Specification are subject to change without notice for further improvement.

